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Abstract

Contaminants derived from consumables, reagents, and sample handling often neg-

atively affect LC-MS data acquisition. In proteomics experiments, they can markedly

reduce identification performance, reproducibility, and quantitative robustness. Here,

we introduce a data analysis workflow combining MS1 feature extraction in Skyline

with HowDirty, an R-markdown-based tool, that automatically generates an interac-

tive report on the molecular contaminant level in LC-MS data sets. To facilitate the

interpretation of the results, the HTML report is self-contained and self-explanatory,

includingplots that canbeeasily interpreted. TheRpackageHowDirty is available from

https://github.com/DavidGZ1/HowDirty. To demonstrate a showcase scenario for the

application of HowDirty, we assessed the impact of ultrafiltration units from different

providers on sample purity after filter-assisted sample preparation (FASP) digestion.

This allowedus to select the filter unitswith the lowest contamination risk.Notably, the

filter unitswith the lowest contaminant levels showedhigher reproducibility regarding

thenumber of peptides andproteins identified.Overall, HowDirty enables the efficient

evaluation of sample quality covering a wide range of common contaminant groups

that typically impair LC-MS analyses, facilitating corrective or preventive actions to

minimize instrument downtime.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Tools for rapidly assessing molecular
contaminants are needed to ensure the quality of
LC-MS results

MS laboratories and facilities usually aim to optimize their sample

preparation procedures to provide optimal results and to minimize

contaminants that can be detrimental to the LC-MS instruments.

This requires thoroughly evaluating the consumables and reagents

to prevent sample contamination. For instance, polymers and plas-

ticizers can leak from plastic consumables, and hand-care products

often contain substances interfering with LC-MS analyses [1]. These

molecules often elute in reversed-phase LC within the retention

time range of peptides and may induce ion suppression [2], harming

the overall performance and reproducibility of MS results [3]. Thus,

there is a need for tools to evaluate sample quality and levels of

molecular contaminants efficiently. In addition, the output of such

tools needs to be readily interpretable by the final users, which often

include collaborators from different backgrounds. This will facili-

tate communication and thus assist in rapidly adapting protocols or

laboratory practices to improve sample quality and ensure optimal

results.

1.2 Feature detection using Skyline enables
identifying molecular contaminant features across
multiple LC-MS platforms

Previously, Rardin [3] published a strategy to evaluate the presence

of common molecular contaminants in LC-MS experiments using the

software Skyline to detect contaminant-associated MS1 features. To

perform the targeted data extraction, Rardin compiled an extensive

molecular transition list including 64 parent molecules and 800molec-

ular species, hereby called contaminant groups and contaminants,

respectively. One of the major advantages of this strategy is that

Skyline can directly process raw data from most major MS vendors.

Moreover, Skyline is widely used by the LC-MS community [4, 5]. The

approach of Rardin allows MS experts to assess possible sample con-

tamination. However, the output can be challenging to analyze and

interpret by non-experts.

1.3 HowDirty closes this gap by generating an
interactive HTML report that users with different
backgrounds can easily interpret

To facilitate the evaluation of small-molecule and polymer contami-

nants in proteomics and peptidomics samples, we developed a work-

flow using an R-markdown [6, 7], tidyverse-based [8] code to evaluate

and plot the degree of contamination from the Skyline output [3] and

compile the results in an interactive HTML document. The report is

self-contained and can be archived as part of the analysis documenta-

tion or shared with collaborators.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

After installing theHowDirty package in R, the contaminant evaluation

workflow can be completed following the steps summarized in Figure 1

and detailed in the tutorial published on Github. This approach is com-

patible with data-dependent acquisition (DDA) and data-independent

acquisition (DIA). After configuring Skyline using the molecular con-

taminant template compiled by Rardin [3], raw files are loaded, and

the MS1 features are extracted. At this stage, it is recommended

to evaluate the feature identification since it is solely based on the

precursor m/z (see section Limitations). Then, the user exports the

results to aCSV file. This file is loaded into theHowDirty templatewith

a sample annotation file containing final file names and groups (i.e.,

conditions), which will be used for statistics and plots. In addition, it

is possible to load threshold files representing the normal status of an

instrument (see Section 4, Contamination Thresholds). Finally, when

the HowDirty template is compiled (i.e., “knitted” in R markdown), it

generates a self-contained HTML with interactive plots and tables

as well as a result summary compiled in an Excel file. In addition,

since the package is open-source, the template and other functions

provided in HowDirty can be incorporated in other data analysis

pipelines.

3 ABUNDANCE CALCULATION

The list of common contaminants comprises a large variety of sub-

stances, such as polymers (polyethylene glycol, PEG; polypropylene

glycol, PPG; etc.), polysiloxanes, etc. These molecules have different

ionization efficiencies, which may be further affected by ionization

competition. Therefore, their peak areas cannot be directly compared

within a sample or between samples of different origins and batches.

To consider the proportion of a contaminant within a sample, we

calculated a normalized abundance (NormAbundance) as denoted in

Equation (1).

Abundance =
Areai
AreaTIC

(1)

Areai = peak area of analyte i; AreaTIC = total ion count area

To summarize the abundance of contaminants across contaminant

groups and samples,HowDirty reports quantiles at 25%, 50% (median),

75%, and90%, and the summedabundance. This simple strategy avoids

biases introduced by low or missing values. To consider the possible

heterogeneity of the samples, the median is used for plots and com-

parisons at the contaminant group level. To summarize the potential

contaminationbydiverse types ofmolecules, the summedcontaminant
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F IGURE 1 Workflow for the evaluation of LC-MS sample contamination using Skyline [4, 5], themolecular contaminant transition list [3], and
the R-based package HowDirty.

TABLE 1 Quantile segments used by HowDirty to assign the
contamination risk level based on the reference dataset.

From (≥) To (<) Contamination risk level

0% 25% 1) Very low

25% 50% 2) Low

50% 75% 3)Medium

75% 90% 4) High

90% 5) Very high

ND 6) No threshold in reference

Abbreviation: ND, not detected in the reference dataset.

abundance is used at the sample level. Using such simple metrics

facilitates the interpretation by bothMS experts and non-experts.

4 CONTAMINATION THRESHOLDS

HowDirty can be used to generate lab- and instrument-specific con-

tamination thresholds. To establish thresholds that represent the

normal status of sample chemical background on a LC-MS instrument

platform, it is recommended to generate a reference dataset. This can

be done by processing files acquired over an extended time period (e.g.,

spanning multiple months), including samples of diverse origins. The

result Excel file can be used as reference input in future analyses. Most

samples in such a long period should be within acceptable contami-

nation levels. Thus, HowDirty uses the reference results to calculate

thresholds based on the Abundance quantiles for each contaminant

(Table 1), the contaminant group (median abundance), and the total per

sample (sum of all contaminants). For instance, if a sample in a new

dataset has a PEG19 abundance above 90% as compared to the sam-

ples in the reference dataset, it will be tagged as “5) Very High” to

indicate the high degree of contamination and the risk of further con-

tamination if these or some similar samples are injected in the LC-MS

platform.

To illustrate the reference dataset generation, we processed 2

months of analyses performed in an Ultimate 3000 – Exploris 480

LC-MS (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The samples originated from mul-

tiple laboratories and included, among others, cell lysates and mouse

tissue extracts. The protein digestwas performed in our laboratory fol-

lowing our standard operation procedures using either filter-assisted

sample preparation (FASP) or single-pot solid-phase-enhanced sam-

ple preparation (SP3) digestion protocols [9–11] (details in Supporting

Information S1). We included the resulting reports in Supporting

Information (S2, HTML report; S3, Excel report).

5 HOWDIRTY ENABLES THE EFFICIENT
EVALUATION OF SAMPLE PREPARATION
PROCEDURES AND CONSUMABLES

To demonstrate the application of HowDirty in evaluating sample

preparation consumables, we tested the effect of using molecu-

lar weight cut-off (MWCO) ultrafiltration units from three different

providers for the FASP digestion (n = 5 each) of HeLa lysate aliquots

(n = 5 each). The filter devices tested were: Vivacon (Sartorius),

Microcon (Merck), and Nanosep (Cytiva). We analyzed the resulting

peptides by LC-MS (n = 3 each) and processed the data using the

HowDirty workflow (Figure 2A). The HowDirty report can be down-

loaded from the Supporting Information (S4, HTML report; S5, Excel

report). This paragraph will reference the plots by their subsection

within the HTML file (S3). The summary pie-chart immediately shows

some contaminated samples (Figures 2B and S4.4.1). The condition-

grouped plots indicated that using filters from Nanosep resulted in

a higher degree of sample contamination (Figures 2C and S4.4.2).

The contaminant group plots showed that the correspondent sam-

ples contained high levels of PEG (Figure S4.5.1). The expected signal

intensity patterns were observed in the contaminant-specific plot,

showing abell-shapedpatternwith anapex atPEG09_NH4 (Figures 2D

and S4.6.1.1). The pseudo-chromatograms allowed us to confirm that

the PEG molecules eluted across the retention time from the low-

est to the highest degree of polymerization, providing additional

confirmation of the identity of this contaminant (Figures 2E and

S4.6.2.1).

To evaluate the impact of the degree of contamination on peptide

and protein identification, we processed the DDA files in MSFragger

[12] (Figure 2F). There was no significant difference in the number

of peptides identified across the three types of filter units. How-

ever, the Nanosep filters resulted in significantly fewer protein groups
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F IGURE 2 Evaluation of ultrafiltration units from different providers using HowDirty. (A) Experimental design (Created with BioRender.com).
(B) Global summary of the contamination risk evaluation and color legend for all the plots. (C) Condition boxplot withWilcoxon signed-rank test.
(D) PEG contaminant-specific abundance plot; cropped at PEG 14 for visualization. (E) Pseudochromatogram plot showing the abundance of
possible PEGmolecules across the retention time. (F) Count of unique Peptides and Protein Groups by DDA; differences were assessed by a
Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by aWilcoxon signed-rank test.

(median = 2325) compared Microcon (median = 2553, p = 0.0084),

and to Vivacon (2599, p = 0.0012). Notably, the variability in identi-

fied protein groups was the highest for the Nanosep filters, compared

to Vivacon and Microcon (CV = 12.3%, 9.5%, and 4.5%, respectively).

Altogether, theMicrocon filters provided the lowest degree of contam-

ination and also the lowest peptide and protein group variability. Thus,

we decided to use Microcon filters for our standard operation proce-

dures. In summary, this example shows that the HowDirty workflow is

an efficient tool for evaluating sample preparation procedures and the

consumables implicated.

6 LIMITATIONS

The workflow requires using two specialized programs, Skyline and

R. However, Skyline is already widely used by the LC-MS community.
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In addition, users that are not familiar with Skyline can access the

multiple tutorials provided by the developers (https://skyline.ms). Sim-

ilarly, to minimize the requirement of R programming knowledge to

use HowDirty we provide a ready-to-use template and a step-by-step

tutorial. A future iteration of the workflow could be incorporated as a

Skyline plugin to facilitate its implementation.

The contaminant feature identification in Skyline is based only on

theMS1m/z,which can lead to some false identifications. Thus,we rec-

ommend to further evaluate the data if contaminations are reported

by HowDirty. For instance, by verifying the expected chromatographic

pattern from lower to higher degree of polymerization in the case of

PEG and PPG (Figure 2E), and CHAPS usually elutes at late stages in

reversed phase (RP)-LC but it may be miss assigned to earlier eluting

peptide peaks.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a workflow to evaluate the degree of contamination

with diverse substances in LC-MS samples. This approach builds on the

use of Skyline [4, 5] to extract contaminant MS1 features, previously

presented by Rardin [3], and our R package HowDirty to generate a

self-contained interactive HTML report. The summary statistics and

plots provided by HowDirty will enable the LC-MS community to

efficiently assess sample quality and rapidly take corrective or preven-

tive action to minimize instrument downtime. Although using Skyline

requires amoderate expertise, theHowDirty report canbeeasily inter-

preted by users without MS background with minimal clarification,

facilitating inter-lab communication and potential troubleshooting of

upstream sample handling.

8 METHODS

Methods are further described in Supporting Information S1.

8.1 Materials and substances

All reagents used were analytical or LC-MS grade, and LoBind tubes

(Eppendorf) were employed to minimize sample loss. Ultrafiltra-

tion units (MWCO 30 kDa) from three different providers were

evaluated for FASP digestion in the example experiment: Vivacon

500, 30,000 MWCO Hydrosart (Sartorius, ref. VN01H23); Microcon

30 kDa Centrifugal Filter Unit with Ultracel-30 membrane (Merck, ref.

MRCF0R030); Nanosep Omega-membrane centrifugal filter 30 kDa

(Cytiva, formerly Pall Lab, ref. OD030C35).

8.2 Proteomics sample preparation

Whole-cell lysates were obtained from different origins, including

HeLa, E. coli, Saccharomyces bayanus, other human cell lines, or mouse

tissue. Samples were digested with trypsin using modified versions of

FASP [10] or SP3 [11] protocols as described by [9].

8.3 LC-MS analyses

The digests were injected in an Ultimate 3000 - Exploris 480 LC-

MS (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and the peptides were resolved on a

reversed-phase C18 column (HSS-T3, 100Å, 1.8 µm, 75 µm × 250 mm;

Waters Corporation) at 55◦C in a 44 min gradient from 2 to 35% at

a flow rate of 300 nL/min. Eluted molecules were ionized in positive

mode. For the reference dataset, MS/MS data were acquired in DDA

or DIA mode. The example dataset evaluating ultrafiltration units was

acquired in DDAmode.

8.4 LC-MS data analysis

ContaminantMS1 features were extracted using Skyline (v21.2.0.568)

[4, 5], and the exported results were processed using the R package

HowDirty described in this manuscript. Peptide and protein identifica-

tion was performed usingMSFragger (v3.2) [12].
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